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GasiT is a member of FleeTech, S.A. and Smart Transaction. Our solution 
incorporates the most advanced israelites and mexican technologies in the world on 
Petrol and fuel control for fleets. With extensive experience of more than 20 years in 
the global market, Gasit offers the best solution for gas station owners and fleet 
managers.
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GasiT is the quickest, most efficient and innovative in the market to save on fuel 
consumption across its fleet. Thanks to our technology and experience in the fuel 
control, GasiT will allow your company to reduce costs and increase profits in the 
short term.

About GasiT
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GasiT for everyone

Gas stations network affiliates 
to GasiT, have a total control 
system of the station.

significantly increasing their 
sales through our technology 
and customer loyalty 
programs.

Gas Stations

The versatility of GasiT solutions allowing its technology to be used by 
everyone especially by:

Through the network of petrol 
stations GasiT is formed, the fleets 
of companies shall be supplied 
throughout the country.

Using our electronic identifier, 
ensuring customer savings, control 
and efficiency in managing its fleet 
units.

Management of daily loads, 
maximum amounts in quetzales or 
gallons, days and hours of 
consumption, fuel, etc.

Fleets
It allows you to load fuel 
without using cash or credit 
card.

Improving the safety of driver, 
making the process faster, 
automated and paperless.

Families
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How does 
it works?
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Loyalty Systems
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Loyalty Systems Productos
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Magnetic Stripe 
Card
It works like cash with a 
specific gas 
consumption limit, 
allowing to have an 
exact and reliable 
control of it. 

Barcode and Reader

The barcode works  as a 
sophisticated identification 
media, allowing to manage 
and maintain fleets control 
and performance. 



Loyalty Systems

Mileage reader
It captures the odometer reading, 
engine hours and/or vehicle.

Identifier
The Identifier is an 
identification device 
mounted on the vehicle 
it authorizes the usage 
of the dispenser.

Ring
The ring is an antenna that 
is installed in the nozzle of 
the tank. Is connected to the 
handle and is detected by 
the trigger installed in the 
hose.

Products
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Equipment & Software Installed 
in the Gas Station
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Gas Stations Products
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Communicator Software
The software package 
installed on in the station 
allows to administrate the 
pumps, tanks, outlets, 
scheduled tasks, billing, and 
generate more than 150 
reports.

Activator
The activator is a wireless 
device installed in the pump 
gun.

Its function is to activate the 
ring and the Identifier 
installed on the vehicle.

iTGas

P.O.S
Allows you to pay for fuel 
delivery using the magnetic 
stripe card.

It’s a wireless transceiver 
installed at the gas station.

Its function is to receive the 
signal from the vehicle 
devices and  link them with 
the station and the 
processing center.



with eGas ® to have control of 
dispensaries across the interfaces 
of each brand or using our Smart 
Link which performs the same 
functions but at a very low cost.

Suite GasiT
Control over dispensaries
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eTank ®, performs scanning of 
inventories at the end of shit  
using the program eGas®. It 
allows to obtain real-time 
behavior of all tanks in a single 
monitoring screen.

Suite GasiT
Electronic readout of Fuel Inventory
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It allows to connect multiple 
outlets to the system.

It can provide:
cutting working hours, cutting 
island, pumps, partially, cash 
tickets, sales of oil, air time, open 
or close pump.

Spot billing, fleet management of 
cash, inventory Printing tanks at 
its terminal.

Suite GasiT
Point of Sale (POS) System
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Scheduled to run several tasks at 
the station without being present.

Program price changes, creates 
online backups, on and off pumps, 
cut shift schedule, generating  
alerts to mobile phone.

Suite GasiT
Automatic Execution Tasks Station
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eAdmin ® is a module useful in the 
administration of your service station as 
it contains most of the tasks performed 
by administrative staff, such as:

Gasoline Inventory Control and 
Components.
Precise control of Reductions of fuel.
Control Accounts payable and 
receivable.
Issuance of checks and vouchers.
Accounting policies interface systems.
Access control by user profiles.
Over 150 Reports

Suite GasiT
Management Station
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